Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

I’m wet ________ it’s raining now.

What type of word is ‘beautiful’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The princess had beautiful hair.

adjective    noun

Find the hidden words.

eye                pass                grass
ogmpnww            rrtatoe            uaatvyy
hour               move                could
osyrrhe            hssssap            coulds

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

board    gate    clip

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

the apple

crunchy    sweet
What type of word is 'beautiful' in this sentence? Circle one.

The princess had beautiful hair.

adj: adjective  noun

Find the hidden words.

eye  o  m  p  n  w  pass  r  t  e  a  grass  u  a  t  y  hour  o  s  y  r  h  move  h  s  s  a  p  could  e  o  u  l  d  s

Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

that  because

I’m wet because it’s raining now.

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

clipboard

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

many

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

‘the sweet, crunchy apple’ OR ‘the crunchy, sweet apple’ within a full sentence, with a capital letter and full stop.
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

I’m getting wet ___________ it’s raining now.

What type of word is ‘beautiful’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The princess had long, beautiful hair.

adjective  noun  adverb

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Find the hidden words.

busy  peoples  path  ham  should  t  o  money  people  whole

Use two of these words to make two new compound word.

board  gate  ball
soft  clip

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

the apple  his shorts

crunchy  sweet  blue  scruffy
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

that because if

I’m getting wet because it’s raining now.

What type of word is ‘beautiful’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The princess had long, beautiful hair.

adjective noun adverb

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

gain

Find the hidden words.

busy people
path ha o y l h n
should q t h e o q o
money e w l s y d e
people r d c b u s
whole h t a p e f o

Use two of these words to make two new compound word.

clipboard
softball

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

‘the crunchy, sweet apple’ OR ‘the sweet, crunchy apple’ AND ‘his blue, scruffy shorts’ OR ‘his scruffy, blue shorts’ within a full sentence, with a capital letter and full stop.
What type of word is ‘beautiful’ in this sentence? Circle one.

**The princess had long, beautiful hair.**

- adjective
- noun
- adverb
- verb

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

____________________________________

Find the hidden words.

table  a  e  e  l  b  a  t  y
apple  x  a  i  t  e  w  t  e
bottle  r  o  t  d  t  v  o  l
little  w  n  t  r  d  o  r  t
middle  b  i  c  y  c  l  e  i
bicycle  e  l  p  p  a  i  t  l

Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

I’m getting wet ______________ it’s heavily raining now.

when  that  because  if

Use two of these words to make three new compound word.

- board
- head
- ball
- red
- soft
- clip
- gate

Use these noun phrases and your own adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

- the apple
- his shorts

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
Answers

Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

I’m getting wet because it’s heavily raining now.

What type of word is ‘beautiful’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The princess had long, beautiful hair.

adjective  noun  adverb  verb

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

prove

Use two of these words to make three new compound word.

clipboard  headboard  softball

Find the hidden words.

table

apple

bottle

little

middle

bicycle

Prove

Use these noun phrases and your own adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

Answers will vary.